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Who d'ya can be-e-e
When no one see-e-es
I've been baby through thi-i-is
So there are no new things
Make sure I'm your or not

Was blue scooter now it turned to red Ferrari
Was small house now it's bigger and it's rising
Was wallet, now there are lots of accounts, darling
Did you need that exchange?
I've been happy now I turned to really annoyed
We've had best relationship now it's almost destroyed
You've walked this way so now get out to Detroit
We haven't need that exchange.

Look baby, sure you don't want to, 'cos nothing has
survived.
Well, I'm always me, sh*t's always shit, but now there
aren't 'we'
So turn up this rocking beat, until we're enough fit, let's
dance in this dirt

Are you flying, or am I dying? Stop! I'm not crying
anymore
Fool! For sure, yeah, yeah, yeah
Can it be designing, itself? Gliding, falling, not staying
at your home! No!

Was blue scooter now it turned to red Ferrari
Was small house now it's bigger and it's rising
Was wallet, now there are lots of accounts, darling
Did you need that exchange?
I've been happy now I turned to really annoyed
We've had best relationship now it's almost destroyed
You've walked this way so now get out to Detroit
We haven't need that exchange.

Oh! This is your flight, to Detroit, I'm right, it'll take all
night.
Don't cry for me Alabama
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Who d'ya can be
When no one sees
I've been through this
Make sure I'm your or not

Was blue scooter now it turned to red Ferrari
Was small house now it's bigger and it's rising
Was wallet, now there are lots of accounts, darling
Did you need that exchange?
I've been happy now I turned to really annoyed
We've had best relationship now it's almost destroyed
You've walked this way so now get out to Detroit
We haven't need that exchange.
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